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April 13, 1978

Bridgewater "State College

Vol. LI No.·6

Dukakis at BSC for Ceremony
by Michael Bezoenik
Governor Dukakis honored the
students of Bridgewater State
College along .with over one
hundred elementary school
children, various faculty members,
and town residents Monday. April
10, with the official "ground
breaking" at' the site of the
elementary school to be built near
the Gre_at Hill Dormitory area.
The Governor spoke prior to the
ceremony commenting on how nice
a day it was for such a ceremony,
and then detailing some of the
reasonings behind the construction
of the school. It was said that the
state's educational projects had
been few until recently and that
things have finally begun to take
shape, The site was chosen because
of its historical significance, the
special educational needs of the

area, and the fact that the South
eastern portion of the state is still
growing.
The .intent of all, according to the
Governor, is to "'Provide the young
people of the state with the best
education possible.
Also, the governor cited two
priorities. One, an educational
priority and two, the need for
reorganization.
In other matters broadcaster for
BSC's WBIM, Leslie Scott, had the
opportunity to interview the
governor, and asked questions
mainly concerning the 6% ~ales tax
that has been established in the
state and derives revenue through
meals. Such a "meal" tax is not only
being paid by students through the
food service but· (\lso . any
establishment or source Qfprepared
H

,

food that a consumer attends. Since
dormitory residents have no choice
as to contribution of this tax, Miss
Scott Queried how many students
serve on the "funding" commission.
There is one student on thatcommission and this was accounted
for by the limited number of seats
available:
Also, speaking at the ceremony
were Represeritative Flynn, who
explained that such a project was
introduced about fifty-three years
ago; and BSe President Rondileau
who explained the workings now of
two partnerships: The SSC and
Bridgewater community with that of
the Southeast Region and the
Commonwealth, in which was said
that a great deot is owed· to Peter Gov~rnor Dukakis (extreme right) at SSC campus for the recent
Flynn.
, . grourtd-q:Jiea~ing.·cerecmoriy. :.
~l ::,;

Heinsohn: ·Bold and Capable
by Dennis Heenan
Torn Heinsohn, former great
player and coach of the Boston
Ceitics, and now a very successful
businessman, also proved to be a
very capable speaker as he
addressed over 200 students and
teachers in the Student Union
Ballroom Tuesday night.
After a brief lecture on leadership
as it pertains to team sports as well'
as life in general, Heinsohn turned
the floor over to the students who
proceeded to barrage him with a
variety of very interesting and
provocative Questions.
Heinsohn based the Celtics pdor
performance this· past season,
which lead to his eventual dismissal,
on the abscence of four of the
teams' starters in training camp this
past summer. These four players
were John Havlicek, Jo-Jo White,
Dave Cowens, and Sydney Wicks.
"The Celtics were missing a lot of
~~i~.t i~", camp r~ght from the start"

stated Heinsohn. "Havlicek, who
was just coming back from an
apendectomy couldn't play, but ]
feel he still could have been there
everyday, to instill some form of
leadership.
'"Jo-Johad· problems with his
heels, but his leadership was also
needed in camp." White, along with
Cowens, was supposed to maintain
the leadership roles this past
summer in camp. This, however,
didn't happen, explained Heinsohn.
'The combination of White's
abscence and the fact that Cowens
was taking every other day off for his
nautilus programs left our team
virtually without a l~ader." .
Sidney Wicks.·· sitting .Qut . the
entire training. camp because of
contract. hassles' didn't help· the
·Celtics cause either, Heinsohn
added. "What Sidney did was
justified", continued Heinsohn. "But
we couldn't teach him to adapt to

the Celtic fast-break offense",
leaving the Celtics at another
disadvantage.
Heinsohn stated that Cowen's
almost left the team again this past
summer in training camp. "Dave is a
very emotional·· person; ahdright
now he isn't sure whether or not he
wants to play basketbalL He's sort
of half in and i1'alf out", added
Heinsohn.
When asked what the Celtics first
step would be as far as the
rebuilding process,. Heinsohn very
boldly stated that the Celtics should
"unload Sidney Wicks as soon as
possible." We asked Sidney to·
assume the role of a power forward,
but he wasn't happy with it". His
primary job was rebounding, which
led to a much lower scoring average
than he was used to, so he could no
longer be "THE STAR".
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Attention-F reshmen .
Declarati()n
·ofMiljor
Department meetings will be held
for the pupose of Declaration of
Major on Thursday April 20th at 11
a.m. ,The C'assignedmeeting"roems
for each department follow this
article.
Students who wish to change
their current area of interest to a
major which is different from their
current area of interest must secure
their Declaration of Major form
from the offic of Coordinator of
Academic Advising, Dr .. Haughey,
BEFORE April 19, 1978 at 5 p.m.
They must· bring this form to the
department· meeting of their choice
where instructions will be given on

the completion of the form.
Students who wish to remain in
their area of interest for their
£)ecleiraifon'bfMajor· win receive .•
their forms at the department·
meetings. Instruction on the:
completion of the form will be :
provided at the meeting.
'
Those students who wish to
remain as. undeclared . majors may
do so and should attend the meeting .
for undeclared· majors.
Those students who do not
attend .the department meeting on
April 20th may not complete their
Pre·Registration until they complete
the process.
.

Where to Go

Anthropology .... ,....... L-~38 History.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. B-36
Heinsohn continued by stating ~!\
A-9 Math & Compo Sci. ....... .. L-IO
that the team would have to develop , CIO ogy .............. , ... S-224 Phi\'& Ret Studies ........ L-215
ak h
.' hemistry ............... S-334 Health & Phys. Ed. .. ...... S-Lec.
I 0,f p1ay t h at WI']1 met
em a C
A · rts
· & S CI..
. • • • • •• U·. -Aud. Physics .. '"
a stye
.
omm.
winner. 'atc
B·
.
.
...........
. S·l·08
S h (5 an ders ) is trying to E I Ch'ld Ed
. ar y I . uc.. ....... ,. ·20 Political Science .. , ... ; . . •. L·IOl
rebuild the team on defense. I tried
to develop the quic:;k fast break Earth Science .............. S·304 Psychology... • . • . . . . . . . . . L·212
't I.,
'f S t h'
Elementary Educ. . ....... B·Dem. Sociology ..... ~ ........ ; . .. L·102
offense. I d on "now 1 a c s E r h
'
'
1
1
k"
h
'd
UIt'
~ . .. L·I06
s t rat egy WI war , e sal.
s t= ng IS h ••••••••••••• , • • •• L·104 Spanish .......•......
'
.
t
d
120'
rene
.......
'........... L·106 Special Educ ............. B-Aud.
.
t
h
Chemistry.Ge.ology. .. S-3340r.304 S . IW k
'
L 103
muc easier 0 go ou an score
points on a team than it is to hold a G
h
oCla or _............... . - ..
team under 100" adeed Heinsohn.
eograp y~......... ~ ... :. S·304 Undeclared ............. U-Dem
When asked if he would. ever ~o~oc~~~ooOoC.o::x
accept a coaching job either on the
BLOODMOBILE!!!
college or pro level, Heinsohn The last BLOODMOBILE for the 1977-78 academic year! Wednesday,
commented "I'm not sure if rd ever' April 26, 1978. Help man a donor registration and join the blood line on
,want to coach in the NBA again. At the 26th.
.
the present moment I'm very happy. ~J'"J'"~"""''''''''...."oo'"'~~
...............................
....ee,~..,...,COi'''"~~~'''''''''~
I'm even busier now than I was when
' . . . .
I was coaching. I have my own radio
.. show. I'm in the insurance business,
and I'm an artist. The three of these·
keep me very busy."
He also· added that he has been
approached by a few "large
colleges" along with several NBA
Announcements. . .. . . .. . . .. p.5
spots. But he has declined them all
Glassifieds. .................. p,5
thus far.
.
Culture ................ pgs.6&7
. When asked about his comments
Letters ..................... p.2
of referee Richie Powers, Heinsohn
Brian Donnelly (D·
Panama
Canal ~ ............. p.4
revealed that he didn't resent
Dorchester) seeks
Scronson .................. p; 2
Po~ers? ·authority. "No. I greatly
a seat in the U.S ..
Sports ................. ' .... p.8
resented Richie Powers' arrogance.
House of Repre·
He felt that the game· was his, not
sentatiues. . (See
the players· or the coaches or even
story·p. 3)
the fans, but his, and whatever he
say, goes." This, as a result, would
also put a Jot of pressure·· on the
'~A f.,-ee press is not a privilege but an organic necessity in Q
you'nger more inexperienced
great
society."
referee he was usually assigned to
Lippmann
work with.
cont. on-page 3
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This Week

TOMMY HEINSOHN spoke to a large group ofBSCstudents on
Tu~sday night in the SU Ballr,oom. , ... ' . .
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2 THE COMMENT April 13, 1978

[Letters to the Editor

I

cooperation in placing our article in
the newspaper this week.
May I also take this opportunity to
comment you on your editorial
concerning the Myron Fuller article
in the April 6th issue of THE
DlD'IOU l1tlNK of
On March 1st we -had an
COMMENT. I read your article with
OR. He-AO~S LECTURE"
unfortunate incident while we were
great interest and empathy, as both
in our "Social Theory" class taught
a student leader and an
ClA,m''''''6- '11IRT Srr\Okl~&
by Professor Plotkin. We (the
"emancipated, 'bra-wearing' young
""1\1<1'J' UA NFl CAUSES
students) happened to be sitting in woman."
the lobby in front of our classroom
Up()n reading Mr. Fuller's
PE"OPLfi To ~ECOtr\e
(3rd floor of library) waiting for our pompous article, I was deeply
class to begin. Upon the arrival of offended by his disparaging
FoflD OF VE<:.ETA'-'0'"
our teacher we all spontaneously g~neralizations concerning the
decided to hold our class where we, appearance' and contributions of
were all already comfortably seated. stu den t pro t est e r s - . ,H i s
Why not? Flex a little!
deprecation of student causes is
~fter the class was underway and
evidence of his lack of· awareness
and unreasonable prejudice against
going smoothly the Librarian ill, Ms.
Joyce Leung, came from downstairs them. No' intelligent human being
and, asked if we'd move'into our could so easily dismiss the student
classroom. Apparently she had outbursts unless they had not
received a complaint that we were investigated the circumstances and
blocking traffic. Now. that was quite issues surrounding the protests.
The tone of Mr. Fuller's entire
ridicoulus because· first of all we
know the 3rdfloor of the libraryjsno article is one of descension and
Grand Central Station, but even if sententiousness. He seems to have
there waS a lot of traffic we weren't an extremely high opinion of the
obstr:ucting people from their administration at colleges (and of
destinations. We were seated in himself!), and a very low opinion of
chairs available for sitting.
students whose only"crime" is that
Professor Plotkin asked Ms. they are tired of being "ripped-off!"
Leung who made the complaint and A college president who hides in his
she didn't want· to tell us. He then office for whatever reason, is nat
replied that we wouldn't move. We fulfilling his responsibilities. I will
all felt that if someone complained, agree with Mr. Fuller when he says
why not confront us with the that the high cost of tuition is not
complaint? Then Ms. Leung agreed Boston University president,John
to tell us who sent the complaint if Silh,~r's fault. However, "inaccess- perform both tasks very well. To use election or appointment, thIS that in no other bOdy ot the United
we promised to move, we agreed. ibilHy" and ,blatant and this time argument, would the process comes when SGA officials States from the Congress of. the
Surprisingly it turned out to be Mr. unreasonable dismissal of student ba~kers of this proposal also wish to could be concerning themselves United States to the lonliest town
Alan G. Howell, Librarian 4 and wishe!? are indications of power- remove from the Senate the with other matters of importance to council are persons allowed to serve
who would be direct financial
head of Acquisitions, whose office-- happy, irresponsible authoritarians. members who have jobs because the whole student body.
was no more than a few feet away It is detrimenta \ to aneducational maybe they too do not have enough
In the elections themselves, club beneficiaries of the government
from wij.~r~, Vf~. o/ere sitting. He had' system to allow a person of this type time to perform their duties?
officers have an imediate advantage, they serve. This is, though the
that they have an immediate base present situation in the' SGA
walked by·us and'then went into his to assume such an important office' It would be a great injustice if this
office, called downstairs and sent as they inevitably abuse their
proposal were to pass, for in effect it of support of people who have structure where persons serve with
vested interests who have a major
Ms. Leung up a few floors with his powers by. discounting the wishes of would mean that aperson who is still already voted for them.
complaint..
those most profoundly affected by required to pay an S.G.A fee would
Therefore, many students who are influence over the hundred
interested and competent to serve thousand dollar SGA budget. This is
To me that was a very impersonal theri decisions.
not be able to serve on this
way of hankling the situation and , In c()nclusion, I would just like to
government body. I hope that the
in the SGAare for practical a foolish as well as dangerous
sho~s }:low ri~~ ,.~~d, c~a1J-!.,IiDi~.ti~ _!~yjil~t~LA\?B.~au...d th~A~tipps 9f the ... , stupents of. this campus will :agree- .' purposes excluded ..Which tends to course to continue to . follow o.ne
which· could become disasterous in
ourbureaucraticsystetnlS: ~ ... -:' "~tll"~'- '1?tlJt~s~;rs ,,:af~oston," that*this proposal is wrong and wilJ" 'increase' SGA's image of
'its results.
Professor Plotkin marched into University, and' Westfield .State' overwhelmingly vote it down; . ' , ' exdusitivityand elitist.
Considering this and the other
Mr. Howensoffice to ask him some College, In chastising their
Philip C. Smith
'Further, students serving
questions. After Professor Plotkin ,presidents, for theironof student ' S e n a t o r Class of 1978 . concurrently in clubs and SGA may reasons listed, vote yes on the
stay in their offices and may not proposed amendment,-vote to
returned, we kept our part of the rights, they are doing .students
agreement with Ms. Leung and went everywhere a great service
devote an appropriate amount of improve . the . credibility, and
Mary C. Carroll
••
attention to their duties in the responsibility at the SGA to the
back to our classroom.
I felt angry_about this incident.
Class .of 1979
Before the Christmas break this students trust and increase the students it works for and
First of all".' Mt:.'Howell 'was . P.S. Would somebody please
year I submitted an elaborate Senate's recently poor performance represents. Vote yes!
questioning ProfeSsor' Plotkfns inform Mr, Fuller that long hair is no
proposal to the Student
record.
Jim Driskell
proffessional judgement of what longer considered to be fashionable
Senate that has since been labeled
In conclusion, please bear in mind
. :'The Conflict of Interest
r - - -......------------...:..:.....-----:-------....
space is most conducive to learning. on men?
What sort of academic freedom do
A.mendment": This proposal.was
we have? To me it was al1
~'
senf to "the Legislative Affairs
infringement on the teachers as well'
V·····
Committee chaired by Paul,
(established 1927)
as the students academiC freedom.
' .
DiMascio who submitted a more
Mr. Howell argued that the rules
brief form to the Student Senate.
stated that we should stay in our To the Students. of Bridgewater This 'form has since then been
Editor-in-Chief . o..
Robert A. Cote
assigned- Cfassroom --ana that the State, College;
"
,debated and bounced around and is
ManagingEditor
JeanM.St:Andre:
lobby we were sitting in was a ,:,,' cTh.er~ will ~oonbea referendum languishing in ' legislative limbo.
NewsEditor.
~
JamesA.Calnan'
display area. He felt chaos would." :held which, wdl,affect every stud,Emt During the April 4th meeting SGA
occur if sitting in the display area ,on :thi!i campus, 'especially those President Jo.e_ Lamothe suggested
Cultural Arts Editor: _
o.
Karen Tobin
was allowed.
who 'are' involved with the various ,that the Amendment be presented
Ro bert DiPasquale
Asst. Cultural Arts Editor .. ~
Well first of all there are no rules clubs and Organizqtions funded to the students in, the form of a
JoAnnMerzigian
SportsEditor ... ~
for the utilization of space and the, through, the:, S:GoA. This'
referendum. And that is where we
Photography
Editor
.......
Michael Eunice
proble111 of chaos happening would admendment, If, l?asse<t would are at now.
Asst.
Photography
Editor
...
Joni Dahlene
be self.:correct:ive. If there were too mean that no officer af any of the
Basically, the Amendment
~
Greg Dansak
Graphic Arts Editor
many people there, it would be to. clubs on campus would be allowed requires eleCted and appointed
noisy to learn and we~dhead for the to serve on the Student Senate. To Student Govemment officials serve
Business Manager.
DebbeEvans
classroom. '
myself this seems to be a greatipsult only in their SGA offices and may
Advertising Manager ....
Mary Sullivan
On top of that, when the teacher·tothe:integrity of many students not be eligible to serve as officers for
Susan J. Laflamme
Office Manager
asked. Mr. Howell to explain. the .' ~nd I hope t~at the students will see SGA funded clubs and organizPeggy J. Cormier
Contributing Editors
rules he replied that it wasn't his, itt to vote thIS proposal down.
ations. Further they may not serve
Susan Lawson
Nrole'" to do that.
.
. ' The. backers of this proposal in two branches i.e., legislative, (the
To Jme, this typifi~s a lot of< w<;>uld have pe~ple believe ,that., Senate) executive (Presidency,
Vicki Smialek
behavior 'irt' oursociety-namely-' . there:" ~Irea~y eXIsts a ·problemof advisors) and judiciary (student
o. ;
Joan Eo Thibeault
people biding by ruleS just because' conflIct 'of mterest on the Senate,. court), of the SGi\.
they're rules. It doesn't matter and .that no one should bold both
First, and mostob"ious, offcers
N.ewswriting Staff: Gil Bliss. Edward Copp Jr., Robert DeVido,:
whether they make sense or apply positions. I sincerely disagree with from SGAsponsored clubs have
DI~neI?oucette, Jack Duncan, Barbara Gerraughty; William Gorman,
to that particular situation. When this. idea. On .the present Senate vested interests that they are
Elame LIght., ~oseEh McDonald; Kathy O'Hara, Regine Zwerger.
one steps out and questions those there are people who hold both a obliged to represent, being
Sportswntzn g..
Nora Kenney, ca,n.dice Killion, Terry Riley.
rules the answer is often, "Well I Senat~1'seat and serve as an officer responsible for their clubs. Since the
Photography
Sta
:
Joe McDonald, Frank Nackel.
didn't make up th~rule.s,Tjust follow jn· a-- club and these people have SGA is responsible for financing,
Production Sta: Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan, Colleen
them.
served.' both positions well. There setting . policy. and disciplining its
Desmond,. Jack Duncan,. Kathy Goudie, Nancy Inman, Susan
Well. It's' about time, we lean be the argument over the . clubs, it is obviously.not in the best
Laflamme. Joe McDonald, Charlotte Mankus Jeanne Manty Brian
questionedihem if they· 'don't:sit divi~ion,ol f!-mds, but the tradition
interests of the students as a whole
Sullivan.
"
right with us and if the answer given has'\be~n: that these people who hold· to have an affected clubs o.fficer
doesn't satisfy us we ought to be office in the clubs do not vote when· sitting on the Senate and voting for
able to. do something about it!
their budget is presented. ,Another
his. club instead of voting the
-:T:;:H;-;::E~C~O:::M:-::-M~:-=~--~:----"'----------Annemieke G .
point raised is' that someone holding students will and what is right for the
ENT is a student . supported and operated weekly
raven two offices
doesnothavethe.~m. structure as a w h o l e . 'newspaper servl'ng the acade'
"·t·Y OJ,IB'd
.
d.~ .. 'eto "... SGA
mlC commw:1l
n gewat er 'state
properly serve bothpositipnS:;~this
'In addition there have been many
College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in~Chief in
point should be decided by', the cases of students appointed or
c0!1sultation with the Editorial Board. Re..publication of all. material
individual and if someone is not elected while serving as club officials
pnnte~ he~ejn is /orbidqerl without the ,expressed written permission of
performing their duties then that and have decided after serving' in
the Edltor-m·Chlef. Letters to theEditor are encouraged but are limited
Dear Mr. Cote:
person can be removed from office.
their SGA position that they wantto
to 250. words or less. Letters, classified advertiesements and all other
The Forensic SOciety wishes me In the time thad have serVed as a' devote their. time to their' club
writ!en material is suoject to condensation. Advertising rates will be
to extend to you and the members senator I have not. se~rt thistobe.a, : position and.'then resign from the
~/t~aCblOeM,uPMoEnNrTequBe~dt. All corrSespondence shou./d be addressed to:
of THE COMMENT staff our problem. The people ~~.theSenat~ .. 'SGA Th' 'th
t '1' .
' n gewater tate College, Bndgewater MA· ext
warmest
.th.ank"".,.f
....
r.,. y'O'UT
.~n,9.~.J,h.Qt"h._Q.l.d
.. tW,Q
•.•' .,PD,.s.it,:'lQtiI$,.s,,'.ee~
to.,:"
.~s, consumll~g"
"e!l,E?:n.al.sre~ctwatmg..
304. . _' -.,..,.., __
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Donnelly Visits B SC
by Robert A. Cote
On Friday April 7, 1978
Massac husetts State Represe ntative Brian Donnelly (D-Dorchester)
came to Bridgewater State College
to discuss his upcoming campaign
for the United States House of
Represe ntatives .
Donnelly opened the informal
gatherin g by remarking on his
chances of winning the election now
that the incumb ent Burke has since
resigned the seat. Donnelly feels the
resignation will be of great help to
his campaign.
After his opening remarks , he
dispens ed with the usual campaign
speech and threw the floor open for"
question s. A student asked if
Donnelly thought his oppone nt, Pat
Mc McCart hy, would have a "Jegup" in his campaign because of a
previou s but unsuccessful bid for
the now vacant house seat?
Donnelly answere d that although
McCart hy is" a good political
"mechanic he feels that McCart hy
has no strong
has no strong consitu ency to
support him.
Donnelly also said that sad as it is
his Irish name would assist him in his
campaig n because a large number
of the voters in his constitu ency are
of Irish deserit.
Anothe r student felt that the
incumb ent Burke was lacking in
innovation. Does Donnelly have
innovation abilities? Donnelly
answere d· by saying "People won't
want problem s solved immediately,
there's nobody who can do that".
Donnelly pointed out that their are
some voters who want to hear
politicians make promise s that he
cannot .keep. Donnelly was then
queried about his platform.
Donnelly stated he is for fair
banking policies, favors utility vote
structur e reform. [the present
system of ratesgiv~s breaks to the
heavy users of gas and electricity
while charging more to those who
conserv e
Donnelly was then asked to give
his feelings on nuclear power.
Donnelly said that he was not
oppose d to nuclear power but he
feels that solar, geothermal, wind
and tidal power is on the "break 'of
feasabilty" therefor e nuclear power
should not be the only alternative.
On other matters Donnelly said
that he favered tax credits for
private schools and institutions of
higher learning but opposed
expansi on of the present federal
grant and loan program . He alas
stated that public institutions of
higher educati on should be free.
Donnelly feels Massac husetts could
handle the added cost .
When the matter of defense
spendin g came up Donnelly assured
the audienc e he favors a strong
nation, both economically and
mititanty.
In a later interview Rep. Donnelly
said he was against both the B-1
bomber and the philoso phy behind
the nuetron bomb.
Also in the interview Donnelly
express ed his opposit ion on such
matters to the extentio n of the "T"
. into Arlington, called for strict gun
control and also calledfor more
authorit y to be given to local judges
and some of the dictatoried.
and some of the dictatorial powers
to be taken from higher courts.
At the end of the interview Brian
Donnelly said that anyon e who·
wished to learn more about his
campaig n could Contact his office at:
1760 Dorche ster Avenue
Boston ,Mass. 02124
or call 825-1123

.!

Donnel ly (D.,-Do rcheste r): V.S. House hopefu l

(Cant. from page 1)
Heinsoh n was then cornere d with just
Heinsohn's ill feelings toward
the question of his thought on Celtic
Sydney Wicks, but his regards for
owner Ira Levin. His only commen t
Dave Cowens and Jo-Jo White. For
was that Levin has his check book
Heinsohn's firing, and.for the Celtics
to bak him up, and as long as he has
ultimate downfall this season was
that, he will continue to dish out the
his lack of communication with his
kind of money he has in the past to
players. Personality conflicts enter
various players who don't deserve
the world of sports everyday and in
it. Heinsoh n ~lso stated that general most cases the coach is the
first to
fl1anager Red Auerback, in all go'. Tommy Heinsohn was let go not
.prob;ability; will not· be back next just because of these conflicts, but
ye~ .. '~Red's 60 years old now.' He's because· of "the teams
poor record,
gotten more out of basketball than "which resulted ITom these confronanyone would ever dream of: But, tations.
strange r things have happened ' ..
But the fact remains, the coach
who knows, maybe he'll stay on." . always gets: the ax. Is this
system
Heinso hn was then asked what justified? Are the players worth
all
the Celtics should look for in the the time and money coaches
and
upcomi ng draft. He quickly
owners are willing to give' them?
respond ed: "A big man, a scorer, Betting Sydney Wicks· '6·figure
and two quick guards. "
contract, Tommy Heinsohn would
This stateme nt brings to mind not probably say"NO ":
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Panama Canal: Part 5 (Last of series)

The Treaty: Ratify or Reject?
It would appear that the canal, no
matter who controls it, would be
unable to provide for adequate
protection light of the evidence. Bur'
that the liklihood of popular
sabotage is greatly reduced if we
relinquish control of the canal to the
Panamanians, is the only viable
alternative open. One might say that
if the canal is so important
,economicaUy, why wuld the
, Panamanians be predisposed to
bomb their "bread and butter"? The
answer is simple, sabatoge would be
a reaction to the suffocation of
nationalistic feelings on the part of
the Panamanians by the U.S., for
,terrorists, and it would be this group
to rise to the occasion, all that exists
is the, cause, not its consequence.
Thirdly, just how strategic is this
asset? In WWll, the canal was very
'rrnportant, as it allowed U.S.
warships to move from coast to
coast, as the situation warrented,
tofight on two fronts. It is a
somewhat different story in 1977, as
the statiStics would seem to indicate
its wanning importance. The nation
is now a two-ocean navy and needs
not (and many times dure to size,
cannot) transit many huge warships
through the canal. The Fleet Manine
Force now resides in full on both the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts. In fact,
'"even with the renovations
currently proposed, the canal would
still be unable to transit many huge

warships." Though canal passages
per day have increased steadily,
5/day in 1914, 12jday in 1922,
18/day in 1936, 30/day in 1964,
38.S/day in 1975, and 45jday
proposed for 1980, the percentage
of American and world trade
passing through its locks, is
diminishing. Only 4% of our coast to
coast trade uses the canal, whereas
it was 9% in 1964 and 50% in 1940,
Only 8% of American foreign trade
and a scant 1% of world trade
continue to avail themselves of the
canal. If the Panama Canal
Company, which operates at a net
, loss, still owing the American
taxpayer $500 million of the $1.5
billion borrowed, did raise the
needed $100 million to renovate the
canal, it is projected that the
subsequent faise in transit" tolls (the
average ship pays $10,000 per
transit) would further risk an
already endangered species, those
who continue to use the canal! The
substituting away to other larger
ships and cargo routes would have a
drastic effect on canal money
income. "The disruption of the canal
would be troblesome, but not fatal.
The canal, rather than the strategic
asset, and protector to the western
hemisphere, may be more or less an
obsolete lIability. Cerebral statistics,
not gutteral utterances, separate
the , faCts" trom fat:lcy in the
commie-infiltrated-strategic-assetH

myth.
Another arguement centers
around the second area of treaty
revision proposals, Panamanian
participation, and has its focus on
Panamanians capability to run the
canal. This line of defense is flimsy at
best and infantile, at its worst,
smacking of American supremacy.
Firstly, there are currently
employed by the Canal Co.,
some 1,600 Panamanians who are
Ived on all levels of operation and
management. Secondly, as has
been established, the canal is
economically important to the
Panamanian standard of living, and
it' constantly breathes life into their
listless economy by having 40% of its
foreign expenditures directly
attributable to the canal. Former
Editor of the Wall Street Journal
Vermont Royster supports that
theory maintaining, ''For Panama
the canal is vital, the closing of the
canal would be disaster for the
Panamanians." Thirdly, there are 23
years between now and 2000, the
proposed termination date, and
since it takes a mere 12 years to
train a brain surgeon,· it would seem
that it is reasonable to assume
sufficient time remains to train the
needed technicians and mechanics.
The last area of treaty revision
porposals usually gives rise to the
"fear of being unalbe to intervene in
the event of a crises. The treaty

does stipulate that "the U.S. may
not interfere in the internal affairs of
the Panamanian Government." This
rather vague statement was clarified
by a Joint Statement made by
Torrijos and Carter. 'lhe two
countries agree to maintain the
neutrality and acessibility of the
canal. This allows the military to
intervene when necessary. T orrijos
conceded as much when he said,
"This is the price my generation
must pay to put an end to the U.S.
involvement... in' Panama. Once
again we see the bottom line
occurring in a wartime situation and
in a case of national security. It is at
these times that a country will do
what it must in order to preserve the
union. William F. Buckley makes a
compelling case for this as he
analyzes the options open to the
U.S. in the event of crises. He
descrbes two options available, "we
would have do jure right to
intervene in the event the canal
were being denied to us or anyone,
for that matter, These de jure rights
have their roots in the actual treaty.
The second option Buckley talks
about the war situation and the
ability of the U.S. to simply
"internationalize" the zone if it
should become troublesome.
"Hitler did it (repudiated a treaty)
and internationalized the K'eil Canal
... and they call that force majeure.
Well, in this part of the world, force
H

H

N

majeure is what we hve got, if we
wnat to use it." This concept hinges
on relative strength and the
disposition to use tnat power.
In retreating desperation,
9P.Pt.?sers to the treaty will assert
U.S. has treated the Panamanians
well, leading them to their economic
position in the Latin American
countries. It is true that Panama was
considered a. "foul smelling hole" in
1904·and that the yellow fever rate
vanished from 17.5 per 1,000 in 1904
to zero in 1914. American medical
aid has been very beneficial to the
population. But the political and
economic exploitation that has been
applied" to Panama was exposed at
both ends of the continuum. At the
birth of the Canal Treaty, 'We have
a treaty,'" Sec. of State Hay said,
"that is vastly advantageous to
Panama." At this end, Hays words
ring truw as we see that in 1976, the
U.S. took 99% of the gate tolls and
that Panama received a mere 1% for
her trouble. Not hardly considered
the red carpet· treatment you might
expect.
Finally it must be considered what
impact the ratification or rejection of
the treaty might have in relation to
our best interests, This is as much a
part of the issue as all the statistical
evidence that has synthesized, for
where statistics are steeped n
history, the pre-judging of impact
attempts to foresee the furture.

Jim·Driskell: Mass House .Candidate
by Joan E. Thibeault
Jim Driskell, a sophomore at

Bridgewater State College, has,
announced his intent to run for the
office of State Representative from
: !he 9tl1 Plytllouth P~trict in Bosi9n.
';'\")t'lmi~tlrne' student here,- he'-also"
INOrks as a newscaster/DJ for
WBIM and is a Third-Class Petty
Officer in the Coast Guard Reserve.
DriskeJl has been an active and
vocal member of the Student
Govemm~nt Association for two
~s,
as the Sophomore
C~ Senator.. He- isa Political"
Science- major and has gained much
'political.experience by running for a
seat on the City Council of
Brockton and by working actiVEly
for tile Republican Party.
Driskell's campaign for State
Representative is based on a ,solid
platform of political and economic'
reforem. In a recent interview
_ Driskell expressed his opinion o~
'the following major issues.
"
'The question of whether or not a
mOrning breakfast program should
be instituted in schools impressed
Driskell as being' ,a noble but
impractical solution. Said Driskell,
"The basic concept is desirable, but
.tax money is very tight. If the state
wants the program they should pay
for most of the' finances. The
taxpayer should. not have to
struweunder an additional
monetary burden."
'State ,take-over of the present
county court system also seemed
basically sound but not
economically feasible. "The state
would simply reallocate tax money
presently doled out tq other county
programs," said Dnskell. 'And again

serVing '.

the next logical step would be to
raise the taxes -- again.
Economically sound? Definitely
"not!"
Fx.pressing a4arnant . concern
"over not only 'econorriii:(soliitions,
but also the criticalissues of political
reform, Driskell continued. He cited
the State Tax Department
"scandal') as an example cif where
reform is needed. Allegedly the
t:Iead of the Mass. State Tax
Department has stated that the
Department taxes some businesses
less than others, as the smaller bus·
inesses eQuId not operate under
heavy taxes and would have to fold -thereby putting people out of work.
Attorney GeneralBe!k)tti,b~gan to
. research this remark through
records. Surprisingiy,pertinent
records did not seem to be available..
Driskell is concerned, that the
House isn't doing more to aid the
.. investigation. He is avidly
advocating a bill proposed by
Representative Frank calling for an
investigation by the House
Committee.
- "The real question,>' said Driskell,
"is not whether or not an ,.
investigation should take place. The
question is why, hasn't it already
begun?" The "scandal" is not new.
The problem is that representation
in the House is not adequately
reflecting public opinion. Driskell
feels that if this question were put
directly to the, people at the
beginning~an investigation would
already have begun. Yet because
representatives are more involved
in politiCal games than major issues,
the· public· isiosing control of their

leadership. Driskell is very
where he lives. If your specialty is
concerned that the opinions of his only being taught in a college
constituency, be expressed in the across the state from your home,
House. .
'
.,
' you'll .have to live at that college.
,~ .~ihe ~ f!1<?t.~ .• $he'i'l?u1;!lic;. .~~ .~~..,,, 1fp~ c~$toftbisis ~e01eJy high for,
represent(!!d; ~the' betferand ;inore' the average· 'student Those who'
effective the House will be. This just have alleviated the problem by
hasn't been done," said Dri$kell. "I cpmmuting would be forced' into
want to change that."
residing at the college. This could
seriously affect many students here
Public education isa.lso a m",jor ;at Bridgewater, ass about 3/4 of our
concern of Driskell. The
coJlege community are commuters.
reorganization of the state college It could be disastrous."
system elicits this' remark from
Another related problem is that of
Driskell. "If the state coJleges and the Dorm Authority. "This
universities are reorganized into organization is completely
separate, highlYm>eciaIized schools: independent of state authority and
th,,:n a studentrria~Jorced~~:furthe(:~ y¢t controls a 'lai~e· part of the
his' education iii a. 'completelY:' pocketbook -of a 'state college
different part of 'the .state from',: student. For 'ex~mple,~ residents of
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••• at our all-new HOT SHOT Restaurant 10
Raynham. Now open, and serving generous
portions of your favorite foods and beverages at
prices that give your wallet a rest. HOT SHOT:
The place that adds up to food and fun for
everyone. Enjoy Western-style
COOking in an historic Western setting ... or order for takeout, Relax
and lift your spirits in our old-time
saloon .. , or have a shoot out with
the kids, at authentic Western
targets that move and make noise,
Whether you come on foot oron
horseback, or with a wagon load of
friends, drop by and say"Howdy"!

I
I

sse Sophomore Jin~,Drisken is running for a seat 'in the
, - ,House of Repres~mta'ii:ive5 flOr the 9th Plymouth District.

BSC's Woodward Hall have had
their rent increaded over 200% in
only three years," explained
Driskell. "The 'increase is' ridicu·
,lous and ,must ,be-researched' ,and
'
'"remedied very"soo~."
Driskell concluded the interview
by explaining his need for ca~paign
workers. He is seeking people who
are interested in going door to door
explaining his platform. It would
involve working in Wards I and III in
Brockton -- Precinct D. in Ward II
and Precinct A in Ward N. There is
a sign~up sheet outside of the
Political Science office located on'
the second floor of the library.
Remember to vote Jim Driskell -State RepreSentative. It's a vote you
won'~regret!.
,
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701 Broadway (Roule 138)
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FREE FRENCH FRIES
WITH ANY ORDER
FROM OUR MENU
Offer good through April
30, 1978. Limit one coupon per customer:

* Raynham, Mass. * Tel: 824-9127.

Restaurant Hours: 7 A.M. to 10 P.M. Lounge.Bar: 10A.M. to·1 A.M.
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SENIO RS!

Senior pictures for yearboo k are due Friday, April 21. Leave them off
at
the information booth in an envelop e with your name and major,
address ed to "Yearbo ok Editor".
Any Senior who wishes to work on the yearboo k staff is welcom
e.
Meetings are every Monday night at 6:00 p.m. Come and help out.
(Comm uters are also welcome.)

JUNIO RS
Arty junior who is thinking of working on the yearboo k next year
or
becomi ng an editor or other elected position is invited to next Monday
's
meeting. If you wish to be one of the editors, we urge you to attend and
start learning now how a yearboo k is put together. It is importa nt
for
your yearboo k next year for those who are interest ed.

OASIS
Above Average Age Student s: Our club "Oasis" (Older Than Average
Studen ts Improving Selves) will be meeting every Tuesda y in SU
1
between 11 and 12. Everyone is welcome. Bring your coffeea ncijoin
us.

MASS CHUS ETTS EDUC A TIONA L RECR UITIN G
CONSO RTIUM CONFE RENCE 1978

With the right job market that currentl y prevails for teaChers it is very
importa nt that Bridgew ater student s seeking a career in teachin g
be
.aware of this three day Recruiting Confere nce which in 19n brough
t
over thirty school district recruite rs to Boston from through out
the
United States. All student s and alumni who are interest ed in being
interviewed at Northea stern t]niverstiy in Boston betwee n Apri126
·28
(and possibly the 29th) for teaching positions in the United States
beyond New England will wish to conside r planning to be present at
the
Fourth Annual Intervie wing Confer ence sponso red by
the
Massac husetts Educati onal Recruit ing Consor tium of which
Bridgewater State College is a member . Necessa ry registration Form
and Guidlines for Participation are available at the Teache r Prepara tion
and Placem ent Office, Tillinghast Hall, from April 12. Profess or Arthur
F.
Baker will be at Rooms 205-7 in the Student Union at 11:00 am.
on
Friday, April 14 to provide further deatails to and review procedu res with
interest ed available student s.

FREE LEGAL ADVIC E
Lawyers are auailable for confidential legal advice to student s for no
charge
every week on Tuesda y and Wednesday from 10-3_ This legal
advice is sposore d by the Student Govern ment Association. .
.....................................................................................................•• .... .... ··i ................
· .. --- ...... --···---.. --......
~-

NEWP ORT MANS IONS TRIP

I I Classifieds

---------~--

.. ------ .... .

There will be a trip to the Newpor t Mansions on May 6. The cost is $2.50_
Sign-ups will be on April 24, 25 and 26 across from the booksto re. The
trip is sponsor ed by the History Club.

for sale

To the "mouth" who AIN'T CHICKEN: We
know different and you know why. Always
watching· ·the Eyes.

Wedding gown, detachabl e train, matching
headpiece , size 12/14, $120.00. White brocade
gown with matching coat, size 7, accessori es
included, $40.00 or best offer. Call 697.4968
after 4:30.

The Lord's promise IS sure. He speaks no
careless word; all he says is purest truth, like
silver seven times refined. Psalms 12:6.

wan ted
Subjects for experime ntal psycholog y project.
Would need your assistance for one half.hour
at your convenien ce. Contact Lynn, Rm. 105
Pope, ext. 381 or Marc, Rm. 316, ext. 356, if
interested .
Want to spend this summer SAILING the
Carribbea n? The Pacific? Europe? Cruising
other parts of the world aboard sailing or
power yacths? Boat owners need crews! For
free informatio n, send a l3ct stamp to Skoko,
Box 20855, Houston, Texas 77025 .

pers onal s
Gayle··St ar of the day, who will it be?/ Gayle
will hold the key./ It's up to you, tell us who .. ./
will be star of the Dating Game. The Weinie
lovers, C. and S.
Alpha parties are the best especially when you
have good friends that help YGU make it
through the night (and the morning for one of
us in this case). Thanks again for a good time
and the help you gave us, Alpha brothers,
Peter R. (for getting me around) and Steve and
Lee for putting up with me. Love and thanks,
Linda and Karen.
Gary, Just a note to say! love you, and to say
how much you mean to me. Going through
this Marriage Prep course is very importqnt ,
and [ thank ypu for doing it with me .. J know
that you are glad we're dOing it too, but I just
want you to know it means a lot (two words) to
me. This is gonna be a super weekend! LOlle,
,Jean. P.S. Thanks again!

INTER NATIO NAL EVENT AT BSC
The International Studen ts' Club combines forces with the Slavic
Studies Club for an unusual international event. On Thursd ay, April
27
at 6 o'clock in the ballroom of the Student Union there will be
an
international· ,dinner' of "horr\eJcoo~~d fqo9'ft-t?,rtf'~ )~s.
entertai nment will· be provide d:by a joint concert of our ov.msfu"Ib~,
dent
combo under the direction of Prof. Gannon with the band of the Soviet
trawler and researc h ship the ARGUS: Almost 30 crew menwil l visit
the
campus and be our guests at the dinner. A lively folk dance group, "The
n
Shepero os , will conclud e the program. Tickets are on sale now. (Help
is
still needed-- contact Prof. Reordan , Lang. Dept. or Clare Kasse,
Woodw ard Hall. ext. 351.
-·-····~:·~~··MONil;oRs·=·-PAy·-·-··--·············"-----

T,H.E ~~~~~p: ~~ri~i~:~a~,9~~ee~el

MSB, esq.-·r can't believe how wonderful these
past two months with you have been. It's
corny, but true·-"you light up my life." I'll be
with you in spirit on Thursday because I can't
go with you-·! have faith that everything will
turn out. all right..llov e you, .
Buddy: Your behavior on Friday night was
disgusting! losing your flower, misplacing
your key, having the housemot her open the
wrong door, and_ then trying to climb in strange
girls' windows at 1:00 in the morning. Next
time you re8.lly shouldn't drink so much.
G.M ...1 luv you. J.E.D.
To all who participat ed in the Lacrosse
Jamboree , especially Kathy Boggan, Sue
Hebert, and Kathy McCallian, Great Job!!
Hope you enjoyed yourselve s and learned a
lot··we did! UP LACROSS E! Veterans.
I

Lynn, Sandy, Beth, Eflen-· Thanks for
everything! Raren, Bob, Jean, Joan, 2 am,
huh?? Janet, did you say you can't swim?
Ginny, "you are the woman... " Me
Brian S ..·Sorry we missed your birthday, sO
here's a belated HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! Love,
Linda and Karen

Mary: Happy, happy 20th. May the Lord
shower you with peace, joy, sunshine, and laue
always. You are·· always in my heart and

prayers.

Your sister.

To the girls up aboue··Keep going, one of us
will catch up. History, RAH··Physics, BOO.
We kncw what to do, they need help. And MB·
·you set it by osmosis. Drink up--2Dl.

How does it feel to he an old man? Love, Nan.

Dear Peanut, glad to hear plain was sweet!
Hope you had a good time Friday night.
Remembe r, we're always watching! Love, your
older sisters. p.s.··is it true"mym niyh?
To blue eyes: Don't you think it is time we
stopped fighting? You've paralyzed my hand
but not my heart. (I only wrote because
you asked.) Maybe I'll start streetwalk ing by
your apartmen t (my favors are free!). Love,
the girl with the paralyzed hand.
Monster Spider: Welcome back!
To the fantastic guy in Rm. 201 Scott. RD·· '
thanks ·for all, it was great. Let's do it again
next week. Your favorite pickup. MARY
Palms, Love P &P.
Reggie: Ijust HAD to write you a persoI:lal after
talking to you in the library. You're so cute!!
When am ! gonna get a "bike" ride? A secret
admirer.
Mare Bare: Est of all, I want to apologize again
for the other night. I'm glad we cleared .things
up. And I really enjoyed our talk the other
night. I feel like you really understoO d. what I
was saying. Thanks for ·listeniilg .:T6 be
continued... Love, a friend
Leslie, here's your personal!! Did you know
that life is· a bowl of cherries waiting to be
plucked!? But there's one thing I forgot to tell
you ... watch ouffor the pitsH P .5. I expect an
R.S.V.P'! Hugs and kisses, Dabber McGee I
P.P.S. Is McGee Irish?!!
'Happy Birthday Mom! Love, Colleen
Happy 25th Anniversa ry Mom and Dad! Love,
Bob.
Jack, This is just to let. you know how really
happy I am for you and Ginny. Maybe I'm just a
sentimenta list at heart, but love is great, and it
looks good on you. Happiness .always, Jean.
To the girls in Room 3()..·from the girl who no
longer lives there-·HIf
Typing done at LOW lOW ~riceS. Interested ?
See JoAnn in the COMMEN T office for more
information.
.• ..'
,,-
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For the attentio n of all those student s who worked as busmon itors
for
the Town of Bridgewater from Feb. 14 to Feb. 17 (after the Blizaard
of
'78). Mr. Childs, Superin tendeni of Schools for the Town ofBridgewater.
has agreed to pay the busmon itors the balance of wayges which they h~d
assume d they would receive. The checks will therefor e 'bring the wages
.
to.$10.00 per shift {considering: 2 shifts per day; 2 runs pet shift). When
and where the monitors may pickup the checks will be posted outside
the SGA offices on the third f10qr of the Student Union. the checks
should be ready around April 17th.

!
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········SPRING..iNiiRvIEw·iiATis· ..··---··--· ..·······-..·-.-.--..-----...-....
April 18: K-Mart Apparel Corp. Ladies and Girls Division.eWmgmen and
women for manage ment training program. April 24: World Wide
Industries. Summe r positions will excellent earnings guaiant eed! April
26: Fuller Brush Compan y. Summe r positions available in
all
Massac husetts location. Must have car. Trainin g provided. May
2:
Southw estern Company. Summe r positions in sales in the south· and
Mid-West. For interview, sign up and additional information please
see
the JOB BOARD outside the Office of Student Ufe, Boyden Hall.

0 ...

BANAN AS!'
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Please tak; the time to fiJI aut this brief survey concerning
"cu. ttin~ ~lasses". The results Of. this poll will be publ.ished in the
next edition of THE COMM ENT along with an article with views N
R of cutting classes. from teache rs and administration_ Thank. you!·
~ 1. Have you ever cut a clas. s for unexc. used reaso ns?-2. Have you ever cut anyon e class more than once per
week ?-.
3.How many (if any) classe s did you cut last week ?-- S
4. How many classe s have you cut this seme ster? -When you cut classes, whqt is your most common reason ?
l)
didn'tfe ellikeg oing
nice weathe r out .
S
had to study for anothe r c l a s s §
opport unity to do something else with friends
classhe ld too early -- too late?
H§
8 wanted a long weeken d?
t.l
class is boring
R
S too tired
~

§

8

I

§
8
§

.8

§

§
8

o~er

§

8~. . . . . . . . . . . . J""./"
. . .......J.:r....o-...............................r. .........~. . . . . . . . . ...;O""
..
~...............................,............." .......~...oJ.
f,

Classified s are free for all students,
faculty, staff, and administration 0/ BSC.
For' all others, rates are $1.50 per columnin c;h.

1!!~1rtfE FUN STORE
Selling:. army Sr n.vy ~s
• camping "PP~H
\to work doth.s &sho.e.s
• war surplus
• jeans tops & morei'
A t crazy discoun t prices

Nam~Phone.~

______ ______ ______ ______ ____

~

______

~

___

Address: -..C-._ _
_____________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' TotalAm t. Endosed : ___-.:..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~--":

_ _ _ _-'--

go ...

UN~#'.I
566

~OREST

AVE.

BROCKTON.MA

• .._-..Ope n 9 am - 9 pmfiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-..

Sat' 10 am . 6 pm

next to Brtst Auto

•• - - •. WITH THIS COUPON

ADDIT IONAL
10% 0 F F
·OUR ALR EADY
CRAZY DISCO UNT PRI.
CES WITH SCHOO L
OR COLLE GE LD.
90.·' ..

t.!!!!!!J.

·fl.U~"'&1

army-navy goods. war surp'us

566 fORES T AVE.

BROCKTON.MA

fIl::~~OPen 9

am· 9

,I

FL YING PIZZA
.Telephone 697..13631
Bridgewater deliuery only

pm ~~~_&

Sat 'Oam - 6 pm

next to BrHt Aut

r~

I
4.
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THEARTS
Calendar:
Eve'nts Outside the
Bridgewater Area

.

Ensemble Theatre:

Mark TwainSketc'hes
The Chamber
Repertory
Company, Boston's continually
touring professional theatre
company, will be performing it's
nationally acclaimed production if
nationally acclaimed production of
Mark Twain Sketches at 8 pm on
May 8, 1978 in the student Union
Ballroom (sponsored by the
Ensemble Theatre. Tickets are
$1.00 for students and $1.50 for the
general public and will be available in
front of the bookstore from May 1
through May 5, or may be
purchased at the door. on the night
of the performance. From the
pitiless pennings of one of America's
greatest writers and humorists, the
Chamber Repertory Company has
created an outrageous theatrical
experience ... Mark Twain
Sketches. Hailed throughout sixty
selected Cities last year, CRT is now
touring this vintage Twain up and
down the eastern portion of the
United States. ITs appearance at
Bridgewater State Collegeg marks
the first time that residents of this
area will have the opportunity of
seeing it.

Current
The Great Nebula in Orion will 'be performed by the Meetiri'gnoue
Theatre Co. at the Charles St. Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St. (Corrier of
Charles and Mt. Vernon Sts.), Boston Ma. Performances are
Wednesday=Saturday at 9 p.m. through Apri121. Tickets are $3.00. For
information, call 523-0368.
Current
Inside/Outside, an exhibit of the work of inmate artists from the five
major Massachusetts prisons will be on display at the Boston Five Cent
Savings Bank's main office, 24 School St., Boston. Free and open to the
public 10 a.m.-4 p.m. each week day through April 28.
Current
, Tribute written by Bernard Slade and starring Jack Lemmon at the
Colonial Theatre through April 29. Peformances are Monday through
Saturday, 8 p.m. with 2 p.m. matinees on Wednesday and Saturday.
Current
Boston '78 at the Brockton Art Center-- A display of the works of fifty
Boston area painter and sculptors, through May 28.
Current
One Man's Journey at the Caravan Theatre, 1555 Mass. Ave.,
(ha~vard Epworth Church), Cambridge. Performances Wednesday,
Studios
Friday and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. through May 27. Tickets are $4.00
($3.00 for students). For information, call 359·9107.
Yes, folks, we have two more
Current
I
upcoming studios! And these two
Artful Toil at the Brockton Art Center, Oak St., Brockton, through
will surely outdo ;:Ill others ever
performed at Hbrace Mann
June, featuring 65 art works lent by the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
which demonstrate the effect of technological innovation on the arts.
auditorium! A double bill! Creative
Current
Richard Camuso is directing JeanOndero·za, a Japanese group, will 'perform at the SMU auditorium.
Paul Sartre's "No Exit.... A one act
Tickets are $3.00 and $4.00.
play concerning hell and how three
April 14
,
people deal with it. Cast in this
Rush Dance Company will perform at the Joy of Movement Center,
dynamite show are; debonaire
536 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, on Friday, April 14 and Staurday, April 15 at
David A Greene, classy Marcie
.McGee, incredible Maureen Bray
8:30 p.m. and on Sunday, April 16 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 and
$3.00. For information, call 492-4680.
and sexy Michele Pecoraro; They
April 14
have been working very hard and
Poetry night featuring Jim Pa/ana at the Nero's Fiddle Coffeehouse,
it's sure to be a success.
31 Franklin St." Fall River. Doors open at 7:30 p.m., admission is $1.50.
. Dennis Robinson, a talented
.
... .
...... '.' ......' '. " ........... '.' ...freshman, is directing an original
. April14

~~'~-"'''J'l$if67ri~~:i~-;b=~~:_~kets: $8;:'6Q~:",,~...;•. t'i~:iit~:~ "Ifl~:a~~~~hd;~~ c~:::"
April14
. '
'
Roy Ayers with Ubiquity Starbooty and Noel Pointer at the Berklee
Performance Center, 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 and $6.50 at
the box office and Ticketron.
April 15
'
. Noel J;'aul Stookey (formerly of .Peter, Paul and Mary) at the Berklee
Performance Center, 7:30 p.m. TIckets are $6.50 and $5.50 at the box
office, Out"of-Town and Strawberries.
April 15
,
A performance in Mime by David Zucker of Boston as a part of the
Brockton Art Center's "Saturday Stage Coach," a children's theatre
series. 1:30 p.m. at the Brockton Art ~enter" Oak St. .8roc.ktoj1..
.
April 15
Free open house featuring The Joy of Movement Disco Co.,will take
place on Saturday, April 15 (1·6 p.m.) at 536 Mass. Ave., Cambridge and
on Sunday, April 16 (1-6) p_m. at 393 Boyalston St., Boston: For more
information, call 492·4680.
.
April 16
Head East at'the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $3.50 at the box office, Ticketron, Strawberries, Gracia
Tickets, Open Door Tickets and Ticket Center.
April 18
.
The Ellis Hall Group at the Paradise, Comm. Ave. in Boston, 7:30 p.rn,
Tickets are $3.50 at the box office, Ticketron,. Strawberries, Grada
Tickets, Open Door Tickets and Ticket Center.
April 18
Tom' Wesselman: Graphics'1964-1977. Aretrospective of prints,
banners,. drawings, collages, and piastic pieces by one -ioneers of "Pop
Art." At the Institute of Contemporary Art, 95~Boyalston SL, Boston.
Admisskm is $1 {.SO for students}. Gallery hours are 10-5 (Tuesday,
Thursday·Saturdqy) 10·9 (Wednesday) and 12·5 (Sunday);
.
Fornformation, call 266·5151.
April 18
New England Conservatory Reperatory CHorus performing Hayden, .
Te Deum Laudmas; Pinkham, In the Beginning, Schubert,Mass in F,'
. others .. At 8 p.m. at Jordan Hall (Huntington Ave. at Gainsborough
Street, in Boston.)
.' ""
.
<"1.
April 20
New England Conservatory Repertory-Wind' Ensemble; Michael
Walters, conductor. Program toinclude:Pcarsichetti Grainger, Wagner;
Varese and Husa. Jordan Hall (Huntin9ton'Ave;af~GainsboroSt.,
Boston), 8pm.
. '
.,
April 20
RiChie Furay at the Paradise, 967 Comm~·Aue., Boston, 7:30 Tichets
are $3.50 inaduance, $4.50 the day of the:sh'owat the box office,
Ticketron, Strawberries, Gracia Tickets, Open Door Tickets and
Ticket Center.
.
April 21
Tower of Power and Lenny White at the Orpheum, 8 pm. Tickets are
,$7.50 and $6.50 at the box office, Ticketron, Out-of-Town and
j

•

•

,i~

·~trawberries.

April 21
New England Conservatory Faculty Recital: Yoriko Takahashi and
Gabriel Chados, piano duet.· Schubert, Rondo in A Major, op.l09;
Mozart, Sonata in C Major, K,521; Brahms,Wa/tzer, op 39; Schubert;
Fantasy in f minor, op. 103, D, 940. Jordan Hall (Huntington Ave. at
Gainsboro St.), 8 p.m.

searching for reality in life. It's
guaranteed to make you laugh,
think and wonder. Definitely worth
a night out to see it: Cast in this
show are: suave Peter Gay, sassy
~ry Pio, comic Elyse Krantz, and
funky Craig Truax. With a cast like
this it's a definite sell-out. Be sure to
come. Definite dates will be k'nown
soon.
Studios. are free to the public,
.courtesvdf Ert~emble Theatre.

Rhythms
The Bridgewater State College
Ensemble Theatre will conclude its
77·78 season with a unique
'theatrical presentation entitled
Rhythms on thursday and Friday.
i,May 4th and 5th at 8:00 p.m. and
two shows on Saturday May 6th at
7:00 and 9:30 p,m. on the student
:Union Auditorium' stage:'" The show
will be staged in an arena setting.
Rhythms was conceived pnd will
be directed by Dr. Stephen Levine
of the Department of Commun·
ication . Arts and Sciences at
8.S.C. 1t is'
experience in
e~perimental theatre and a first for
the Ensemble Theatre. The show
uses various concepts of theatre
including mime, dance and music to
express what Dr. Levine feels are all

an

Second
annual
Patriot's Day
MARATHON
To take place April 18 during
free hour. Entrance fee is
50¢;-" All pr.oceeds to go
toward the Heart Fund. Sign
up in front of the Bookstore
April 10-14. Help make this
'event a bigger succes than it
was last year.

Chamber Repertory performing Mark Twain sketches.

Tickets
of the rhythms is existance.
Dr. Levine will be assisted by
three graduates of B.S.C. Mime
coach is Henry M. Wononicz,
choreographer is Donna Milani·
Luther and Barry David Cohen will
serve - as Lighting Designer. The
~Wis described as a c"musiCallight
show with incidental performers.
Ticket will go on ~ale April 24 in front
of the bookstore_ Admission is $1.50
for B.S.C. staff and students and
$2.50 for the general public. For
information or reservations call,
697-8321 exts. 213 and/or 247. Buy
tickets now, for there are only 160
available for each night.

The Ensemble Theatre has
tickets for the Boston University
production of The Importance of
Being Earnest on Saturday, April 22
at 8 p.m. Transportation (car pools)
will leave the Student Union at 6:30.
Tickets are one dollar.
Tickets are also available for
Seduced by Sam Shepherd, at
Trinity Square on Sunday, April 23,
8 p.m. Tickets are one dollar.
Carpools leave the S.U. at 6:30.
Sign ups for both will be
Th).lrsday, April 13, at 11 a.m.-12
noon across from the bookstore.
Both are open to the entire campus
on a first come, first serve basis.

THE CHERYL TIEGS
UN-LOOKALIKE
CONTEST

DO YOU
LOOK

LIKE THIS
WOMAN????
<Chances are that you don't.' That's
ood news because you can win a $25 gift
ertificate from the bookstore if you
nter the Cheryl Tiegs UN-Lookalike
ontest. All 'you have to do is send a
hotograph of yourself (flattering or
therwise), with name and phone
.umber on the back, to TheChery['
Tiegs UN-Lookalike Contest c/o the
ookstore.
All finalists will receIve a free' Cheryl
.iegs Poster.
This contest 15 open to the entire
ampus!!

Program committee

Dinner Theatre is Coming
style noted both for its engaging
entertainment value and its
provocative social comment.
Dinner- Theatre will take place on
April 29 in the S.u. Ballroom.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ D~n~ ~giM ~ 6~~ ilie show
starts at 7:30 p.m. Ticket prices are
12.50 with meal ticket, 13.50 BSC
with no meal ticket and 13.75 for
general public. Drinds will be
available. Tickets mustbe bought at
least one day prior to the event, they
will not be auai/able at the door, so
buy your tickets early, See you
On Saturday April 29, the production of 'Vacuum Pact." The
Student Union Program Committee Dinglefeast Theater Co. is a comedy
will present its first Dinner Theater. ensemble. Their productions blend
The evening will host the the eater ..contemporary music, danc.e,
cmlpany Dingle/eqst with th~jr new pantomime, and speech in a satirir::ll

"The Walton's"

FAMILY STYLE RESTAURANT
- HOME COOKED MEALS-

YOUR HOSTS: STUART & EDITH WALTON
TELEPHONE

697~8939

42 CENTRAL SQUARE

BRIDGEWATER, MASS.
t'

10% discount for college students with J.D.
Monday -- Saturday 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
New Restaurant

'!=======================:!!

....

i

Bridgewater Calendar

;...-

Current
Jazz and other things, in the SU Art Gallery, through April 16.

Current

Prints and Paintings by John Lochtefeld in the ESC Art Gallery,
through April 24.
Current
An exhibition of paintings by Bridgewater artist Thomas Lowell, Jr.
through April 30 at the Bridgewater Public Library.
April 13
Creative Dance Group Performance, 8 p.m. in the SU Auditorium.
April 14
Disco in the Rat with Teresa Grove, 8 p.m.
April 14
Dennis O'Neill and Tom Richard at the Chameleon Coffeehouse.
Apri115
The Point (film) in the SU Auditorium at 2 p.m. and in the Rathskellar
there!!!
at 8 p.m.
April 18
Photography Contest
Lecture: Jerry Rubin on "The History ofthe 60's", 7:30 p.m. in theSU
Unce again the S.U. Program Ballroom.
Committee announces its Spring April 19
Afro-American Society Talent Show, 7:30 p.m. in the SU Auditorium.
Photography Contest. As last year,
the contest is open to the entire April 20
Entertainment in the Foyer at 11 am and in the Rathskellar at 5 p,m.
B.S.C. community (students as well
as faculty).
April 21
.
Jim Pa/ana at the Chameleon Coffeehouse
There will be three categories for
submitting prints; people, April 22
Greaser (Oldie) Night in the Rat, 8 p.m.
landscape/nature, and abstract art.
April 24
Three prints per contestant can be
Coffeehouse in the FormalcDining Room, 7 p.m.
entered. Entry forms can be picked
.
.
April 24
up in the S. U. Directors Office.
The annual exhibition of art by full-time faculty members of the BSe
The .results and prizes will be
given May 2nd at 6:30 p.m. in the . Art Department. Through May 12.
April 25
S.u. Art Gallery. All contestants are
Entertainment in the Foyer at 11 am and in the Rat at 5.
welcome to attend, refreshments
Aprir25
.
.
Jim Monahan at the Chameleo~ Coffeehouse.
willThe
be deadline
served. for entry is May 1st!

Lunch time in the patio of our La Rojefla distillery.

When our workers sit down to lunch
thex sit down to a tradition.' .
When they make Cuervo Gold
it~s the same.
.Every day at just about eleven the wives from Tequila
arrive at the Cuervo distillery bearing their husbands'
lunches.
Lunches that have been lovingly prepared in the
same proud manner since men first began working here'
in 1795.
'\ It is this same pride iniajob well-done that makes
Cuervo Gold truly special. Any way you-drink it, Cuervo
Gold will bring you back .to a time when quality ruled
the world.
. ' . '.

CuerVQ.The Gold standard si~ceI795.
CUERVO ESPECIAL®TEQU1LA. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED 8'1' ® 1977 HEUBLEiN. INC .• HARTFORD. CONN.
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SPORTS
Lacrosse
Team
Selected

•

Alpha Wild Pigs In tourney
by Robert Harrington
.
.
The Walsh Center at Rhode Island College The single bright spot of the first halt, which never-seen-before moves. John McKmnon
was the scene of the ninth annual Schlitz ended with a 19 point Bryant lead, was the'and Ken Foley entered the game and took
Intramural Games.
Bridgewater State ,slick shooting of Smitty. He got littIesupport total control of. the boards. Alpha close? the
College was represented by the Alpha Wild while pacing the Pigs with eight of his fourteen gap to three pomts ...yhen they finally got some
Pigs, who. were the regular season intramural total points., -,
favorable calls fr~m the referees, but the
basketball champs. Alpha's opponents were The second half was a complete dock worked agalr~st them. The final score
the High Rollers of Bryant College.
turnaround. The inspirational half-time was Bryar:t 44, .B~dg.ewater 35.
Last Wednesday night the Pigs were speech by the emotional Dick Siciak got the' For ~helr ~artlclpatton all members of the
eliminated by Bryant by a score of 44 to 35. Pigs fired-up and Bryant realized they had a team, mcludmg back-ups Joe McDermott
Alpha jumped out to an early four point lead'game on their hands. The defense, lead by and Tom Le~hy, were ?resented handsome
on baskets by ,Kevin Smith. However theTom Stein and Chris Smith, was superb aSlc~mmemeratlve T-shIrts by Intra~ural
RoUers charged r:ight back and reeled off the High Rollers were totally unable to getplrector C.andy Kend~ll and S~hhtz
-fifteen consecutive points. The charge was inside. A reject of the 6' 7" Bryant center by ~epresen!atl~e Mus Harn~ton .. Schhtz, and
highlighted by unbelievably questionable Capt. Gary Fiset drew a .standing <>V?tion Its local dIstributor, Phoemx Spnng B,,:ver2l:ge
officiating which got Bridgewater into early from the 3,200 or more partlsans_ OffensIvely Company, congratulat: the ~I?ha. WI!d Pigs
foul trouble. Also in this span they were hit by Steve "Hollywood" Hakes took command and look forward to theIr participation In next
seven turnovers, most of them for traveling. and sho'v'Jed the ~bnoxious Rollers some year's tournament.

~

The 1978 Bridgewater State College
Lacrosse team was selected last Friday, after
a two week try-out period. Coached by Ann
Coakley and assisted by Sharon Reed,'the
team has great expectations for the upcoming 1
season. The first objective for the team is to
.accomplish an improvement frorrtlast year's
_'
.
record of -I win and 8 losses.
, ' With squad of 29 players, the team is led
by seniors: Carol Bolduc, Barbara Ibbitson,
JoAnn Laughlin, Mary Jane Muello, Linda
Quintiliani, and Cheryl St. Onge. Juniors are:
Mary Delorey, Debbie Draper, Cathy
Drezak, Marianne Frino, Sue Sheehan, Liz
Sulll~an.Jane Urbanski, <" ahd Maureen
VonEuw. Sophomores are: Maggie Gray, Sue
Herbert, Debbie Hill, Paula Hutch, Debbie
Hutchinson, DOIlna Jacobson, and Sharon
Rogerson. And finally, the freshmen: Kathy
Boggan, Betsy Braconi,Patty Brown, Kathy,
McCallion" Kathy McSweeny, Theresa
Muoio; 'Terri Nadeau,andCathy Shaum.
Team manager, who does a super job, is'
junior, Cheryl Nelson.
Monday, April 17, the SSC alumni return
for a match against this years team, starting at'
4:00 p.m. The season officially opens orr
Tuesday, April 18, against the University of
New Hampshire. The first team will start at;
3:30 p.m. with the second team starting at
approximately 4:45 p.m.
Lacrosse is "the fastest game on two-feet",
and is very exciting to watch. Please feel free
to come to the field at Great Hill to support '
the team for all support will be appreciated. ,
"QUICK STICKS"· National Cradli!1g Day is
coming, so how about pledging one of the
team members, for more details.
Next coming attraction on the lacrosse field:'
HAT DAYo-rumor has it that Miss Coakley is
the odds favorite to win.

a

There is still room on the Mt. Monacfnock Hking Trip on Sunday,
April 23rd. The cost is $2.00 and includes transportation and food.
Anyone interested in going may sign-up with Candy Kendall, 109
Kelly, ext. 280 _ .

Record
breaking
tracksters

Concord River Canoe trip: Saturday, April 29th
Cost: $5.00, includes transportation, food, and canoe rental
Sign~ups: April 18-19 Ifk1m.-2pm. across from the bookstore
Mens~

by Elaine Martin
The completion of a winter with recordbreaking snowfalls has brought us into a
spring with record- breaking track stars. In a
meet held at .Brandeis University, on
Saturday, April 8, the BSC women's track
team (49pts.) defeated Brandeis University
(45pts.). Despite the University of New
Hampshire (69pts.) becoming the final victor,
th~ BS.c taste of victory rem.ained sweet. '
In' this, meet,- eight BSC' school track
records were broken, and that may be a
record in itselt Freshman Patti Feeley broke
her own record in the long jump (16'12"), and
tied with the record of the 220 yard dash
(27.8), held by Patti Barr. Shot-putters
MaryAnn 'Corbett (1st place 36'10.5") and
Karen Wilson (3 ..d place 31'6.25"), both broke
the BSC shot-put record. avaJuable player of
theBSC ,,:,omen's basketb.all.team, M.aryAnnCorbettdlsplaysoutstandmg talents m track.
and field as well. MaryAnn' also broke the
sc~ool rec()rd~ort~e 440 yard dash (63.1)
which she had previously set.
Mar~thon run~er , Mary ~reeden set a
dynamIC record In the one mde race(S:27.4).
F?rtun~tely, M.aty has temporarily
dIscontinued tramIng for m~rathons , so that
she may. devote her runnmg efforts to the
BSC sprmg track team. Hurdle runner Mary
Johnson set a school record for the 4~ yard
hurdle race and has proved to be qUIte an
asset to the team: .'
' . .'
The BSC one mde relay team: VickI Klenk! '
Carol Robert, MaryAnn Corbett, and PattI
Feeley set a sc~ooI re~o~d ~4:18.2), that
documented BSC s supenonty 10 the league.

---------------------------Applications are now being accepted for the 1978-79 Intramural
Assistants. All interested persons should contact Candy Kendall,
i09 Kelly, ext. 280 for application. These are paid student
positions.

Spring Tennis Opens

by Glenn Guerard
The B.S.C. mens tennis team opened its
spring season last Thursday (April 6th) a1
Stonehill College. The' match didn'l go as
expected for the optimistic netmen as stellar
sophomore Joe Reagan was out due to
sickness and newcomer Mike Patoda was
thrown i~to the number two singles position.
The lineup was shuffled around quite a bit
before Captain Bob Harrington and' Coach
Mogilnicki could decide on the starters. The
score of the match was 6-3 in favor of
Stone hill, but there were some bright spots
for the Bears. Bob Hamn9ton looked sharp at
number orie position using a strongserve and
valley game. Mike Patuda lost a vety close
match. Glenn Guerard lost in a hard-hitting
match while reliable sophomore Joe
McDermott made the important: volleys to
cruise to victory~ Rich jSegal picked up where
he left off last spring bringing his career:
, singles record to 5-0. Mark Duzer played a
very close match contrary to the score. Both
first and second doubles teams lost in very

In the Mood???
If you're IN THE MOOD for good music, with which each one is performed. Special
great . dancing, and· a: . unique form· of events scheduled for the evening include a
entertainment experience, thet;tthe Kelly MASQUERADE and several STAR WARS.
Gymnasium Pool is the place to be on Apru.· .Among ·the celebrities expected ~o attend
19-20th at 8:00p.m. An unusual location for a this year's show are a SECRET AGENT
MARCH OF THE COMEDIANS, you think. MAN (whose name we are not permitted to
Well, that may be so, but that is to be the divulge at this time) and Miss Marjorie Rugen
(the Aquabfytes' advisor) whom, it ·is
location of the 1978 Aquabryte Show.
For those of you 'who'are un'abJeto follow expected, will provide POMP AND
this article because you remain CIRCUMSTANCE t9 .the BIRTH OF
HYPNOTIZED by theterm "aquabryte"-let BLUES.
... . .
......
me assuage your curi~sity: The Aquabrytes· ,The music.,sno~lda'ppeal to all kinds qf
are the synchronized swimming club here at tasted since 'it includes jazz, rock n' roll,
B.S.C. Each·. year talented and .', ,clever classical, and popular tunes that most people
choreographers devise swimming routines will easily recognize and enjoy. Barbara
which fhey combine with dancing and match Streisand's DON'T RAIN ON ~y PARADE
to music to create a thoroughly enjoyable" is orie' example ofthe type of music around
evening for every()ne.
which one choreographer. Gonstructed a
This year's show is characterized by the To learn the answer to, these and many
swimming routine. -Most people should other wuestions (such a:s'::Howeattanyonerecognize it. The big question is: How can even Miss Rugeo-':"add ~POMP. AND
anyone swim to music that fast? But then,: CIRCUMSTANCE',to ,the BIRTH OF THE'
how can anyone swim to BRIAN'S SONG or BLUES?), grab YOUR BEST FRIEND and be
ito YOU'RE MY BES,[FRIEND,Yf... ". ,'" there April 19, 20, 21, and 22nd at 8:00 p.m:
incredible variety of routines and: the JOY for the 1,978 ACJua~ryte Show. IT'S FREE!!!

Intramural Elimination Softball. Tourney
Rosters due to IM/REC Coord. by Wednesday April 19th, 4pm.
NO LA TE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED. Play begins Tuesday,
April 25th. Team captins will be no tified of the schedule. Structure
of the tourney will depend on number of entries. Winning team will
receive 1M Championship T-shirts.

close matches also. The freshman duo of Kim
Gaddu and Larry Stigers suffered their first
defeat as a team at 3 and doubles. Come
support your BSC tennis team this Saturday
(April 15) as they play S.M.U. at the Great Hill
tennis courts starting at 1 o'clock.
ADD POINTS"-- The team looked promising
at the Stonehill loss. As potential is there to
keep the team's winning ways. The loss brings
the 2 year record to 23-2. Stonehill, before
playing the Bears, had impressive wins over
Bently and Assumption.
Singles'
,
1. Bob Harrington won 6-3, 6-4
2. Mike Patoda
lost 4-6, 4-6
3. Glenn Guerard lost 0-6, 3-6
4. Joe McDermott won 6-3, 6·4
5. Rich Segal
won 6-4, 7-5
6. Mark Duyer
lost 2-6, 2-6
Doubles
1. Harrington - Patuda lost 7-6, 3-6, 6-3
2. Guerard - McDermott lost ;;-6, 5-7,4-6
3. Stigas - Goddu
lost 2-6, 2-6
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ATTENTION!!
The- Comment
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. Has immediate openings in the following areas:
. Assistant Business Manager
Assistant Sports Editor
There will be openings next semester for:
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
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-For ~ore inJormationcallBob Cote or Jean St. Andre at ext.260, 304, or
drop in at -nte Comment office (2nd floor Student Union).

